Introduction
For the Helmholtz equation, simple absorbing conditions of the form ∂ n − iω were proposed as transmission condition (TC) in Schwarz methods first without overlap in [4] , and later also with overlap, see [3, 12] . More advanced TCs can also be used, see e.g. [11, 14, 2] . Furthermore, parameters can be introduced into TCs and then optimized for rapid convergence, which led to the so called optimized Schwarz methods, see e.g. [6, 13] for elliptic equations. Without overlap, the parameters involved in some zero-and second-order TCs for the Helmholtz equation have been optimized in [8, 7] . With overlap, preliminary numerical studies of the parameters have been presented in [5, 9] . In this paper, we present the asymptotic solutions of the corresponding optimization problems with small overlap. We also compare the optimized parameters with other choices based on convergence factors and actual iteration numbers. We finally test for the first time Taylor second-order absorbing conditions for domain decomposition with overlap in the Helmholtz case.
Schwarz Methods with Overlap
As a model problem, we consider the Helmholtz equation in free space, (ω 2 + ∆ )u = f (x, y), (x, y) ∈ R × R d−1 , equipped with the Sommerfeld radiation condition
We decompose the domain into two overlapping subdomains
with the overlap size L > 0. The Schwarz iteration reads 
, where S j , j = 1, 2 are two linear operators in some trace spaces along {L} × R d−1 and {0} × R d−1 , respectively. For the analysis it suffices to consider by linearity the case f (x, y) = 0 and to analyze convergence to the zero solution. We take a Fourier transform in the y direction to obtain
and
, where k is the Fourier variable of y and s j denotes the symbol of S j . Since the Sommerfeld radiation condition excludes growing solutions as well as incoming modes at infinity we obtain the solutionŝ
where λ (k) denotes the root of the characteristic equation λ 2 + (ω 2 − |k| 2 ) = 0 with positive real part or negative imaginary part,
Substitution of the solutions into the transmission conditions yieldŝ
By recursion we haveû
, where the convergence factor ρ for a double iteration is defined by
Setting the two complex parameters s 1 = p 1 − iq 1 and s 2 = p 2 − iq 2 , with p j , q j ∈ R, and inserting s 1 , s 2 and (1) into the convergence factor (2), we find after simplifying
(3) As long as |k| = ω and p j , q j > 0, we have |ρ| < 1.
Remark 1.
It was shown in [6] that the two-sided operators S j = s j ∈ C can be transformed into the second-order operators
and the associated convergence factor for a single iteration is then given bỹ
which is just (2) with L replaced by L/2.
Optimized transmission conditions
For simplicity, we consider
Our goal is to find good parameters p 1 , p 2 such that the modulus of the squared convergence factor (3) is as small as possible over a range of frequencies |k|
We require |k| to be away from ω because |ρ| = 1 when |k| = ω, independently of what one chooses for the parameters p j and q j . Since in general we do not know how the Fourier coefficients of the initial error are distributed over the frequencies, we minimize |ρ| for the worst case, that is, we solve the min-max problem
where P is a certain search domain of the parameters. For well-posedness of the subdomain problems, we should choose P ⊂ [0, ∞) 2 . The best approximation problem (6) is difficult to solve, and we only give asymptotic formulas for the parameters such that the convergence factor is as small as possible in different limiting processes in the mesh size h and the wave number ω. The proofs of the following theorems are beyond the scope of this short paper and will appear in [10] .
where
Moreover, any solution of (6) must satisfy (7).
Then, for 1 ≤ γ < 9/8 any solution of (6) satisfies
For γ > 9/8, any solution of (6) satisfies
and (3) is bounded by
Finally, for γ = 9/8, any solution of (6) satisfies
Remark 2. In the particular case γ = 9/8, the constant in front of the leading term of p * 1 can be an arbitrary number in the interval [
in order to solve (6) . But the choice in the above theorem is the best in the sense that it simultaneously minimizes the maximum of the other local but not global maxima.
Remark 3.
In practice, we use only the leading order terms of the optimized parameters. But it is also possible to extract higher order terms. overlap. The overlap size we chose is 2h, and we used the second-order formulation (4), (5) for the optimized methods.
Numerical experiments
We used the ORAS formulation described in [13] for our implementation. As an alternative, one could also use a substructured formulation, see e.g. [9] . We implemented the second-order transmission conditions as indicated in Remark 1. We always solve the homogeneous equation with the zero solution and use a random initial guess to stimulate all frequencies. We use the domain decomposition
, and iterate until the relative residual is less than 10 −8 . We compare the overlapping Schwarz methods with optimized second-order transmission condition denoted by OO2 to those with the classical Dirichlet condition denoted by Cl, simple absorbing conditions of the form ∂ n − iω (i.e. Després' method with overlap, c.f. [3, 12] ) denoted by TO0, because it corresponds to a Taylor expansion of zero order of the symbol of the DtN operator, and the second-order low frequency absorbing condition, which is denoted by TO2. Since the Schwarz methods can be used as a stationary iterative solver, or as a preconditioner for GMRES, both cases are tested, except for the classical Schwarz stationary iteration, which can not converge.
We consider the open cavity problem with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on the top and the bottom of the unit square and the TO2 second-order absorbing conditions [1] on the left and the right sides, and also the free space problem Table 1 Iteration numbers for the open cavity problem on the left and for the free space problem on the right, top half for ω = 9.5π, and below for ω = 10π. truncated to the unit square with the TO2 second-order absorbing conditions at the boundary. First, we fix ω = 9.5π (or ω = 10π) which are away from (or on) the sine frequencies at the continuous level in the y-direction. The corresponding iteration numbers are listed in Table 1 . We can see that the minimum distance from ω to the frequencies at the discrete level in the y-direction plays an important role in all the stationary iterations while in the GMRES iterations this effect is only moderate. Fig.2 shows the asymptotic behavior of the different Schwarz methods as h → 0, for the open cavity problem, and confirms our Fourier analysis results in Theorem 1. Now we fix hω or hω 3/2 constant to see how the Schwarz methods behave for higher and higher wave numbers, which corresponds to Theorem 2. The iteration numbers are listed in Table 2 . We see that the optimized method still converges faster than the others when used as a preconditioner for GMRES, while the stationary iterations are again greatly affected by the discrete frequencies close to the wave number. The bars in the tables represent divergence. Next, we test the various Schwarz methods for an increasing number of subdomains. Since in most cases the stationary iterations diverge, we only show the GMRES iteration numbers in Table 3 , where we use a bar to represent iteration numbers larger than 3000. We can see, neglecting the numbers in the parentheses for the moment, that all the methods deteriorate rapidly and the overlapping TO2 method outperforms the others eventually. Clearly the optimization of the two subdomain convergence factor does not predict well the optimal choice in the case of many subdomains for the Helmholtz equation.
To partially improve the OO2 method, we introduce now two heuristics. First, we take δ ω = Nπ/2 instead of δ ω = π in the former experiments, where N denotes the number of subdomains in the x-direction. Second, since the real parts of the parameters slow down the convergence for propagating modes, which becomes worse when the number of subdomains increases, we use s j = (2/N − i) p j ( j = 1, 2) instead of s j = (1 − i) p j . The new results are shown in the parentheses of Table 3 , where the first numbers are obtained by using the two heuristics and the second numbers are from numerically optimized parameters based on a new many-subdomain Fourier analysis. But still, the low frequency Taylor conditions perform best in these exper- iments. Our on-going work is to take a closer look at the multi-domain case and to seek better choices of parameters if it is possible.
